Abstract. The paper deals with the spectral condition numbers Tnb of sequences of Toeplitz matrices Tnb = b j,k n j;k=1 as n goes to in nity. 
1. Introduction and main results. Let Every n n matrix A n induces an operator on l p n , and we let kA n k p stand for the norm of this operator, kA n k p = sup x6 =0
kA n xk p =kxk p :
The condition number p A n is de ned by p A n = kA n k p kA ,1 n k p ; where, by convention, kA ,1 n k p = 1 if A n is not invertible.
Let a be a rational function without poles on the complex unit circle T = fz 2 C : jzj = 1 g. We denote by fa k g k2Z the sequence of the Fourier coe cients of a, that The n n Toeplitz matrix with the symbol a is the matrix T n a = a j,k n,1 j;k=0 . If 2 C , then T n a , I = T n a , . It is well known that, for xed a, the properties of T n a , depend very sensitively on 2 C . This paper is devoted to the behavior of the condition numbers T n a , as n goes to in nity. Notice that T n a is a band matrix if and only if a is of the form az = P m k=,m a k z k .
Given an n n matrix A n , for instance, A n = T n a , , we let 1 A n : : : n A n denote the singular values of A n , that is, the eigenvalues of A n A n 1=2 . The l p analogues of the singular values are the approximation numbers. For j 2 f 0; 1; : : : ; n g, we denote by F n j the n n matrices of rank at most j. Then the approximation numbers p 1 A n : : : p n A n are de ned by p j A n = dist p A n ; F n n,j := inff k A n , F n k p : F n 2 F n n,j g:
It is well known that 2 j A n = j A n . Moreover, we h a ve In the case where A n = T n a , , the norms kA n k p have a nite limit, the p norm of the in nite Toeplitz matrix Ta , = a j,k , j;k 1 j;k=0 . Thus, the asymptotic behavior of the condition numbers T n a , is entirely governed by the smallest approximation number p 1 T n a , .
We orient the unit circle T counter-clockwise. Then the image aT is a naturally oriented closed curve in the complex plane C . For 2 C n aT, we denote by wind a; the winding number of the curve aT about . Clearly, the integer wind a; is constant o n e a c h connected component o f C n aT. We here sharpen the last result as follows.
Theorem 1.1. If 2 C n aT and wind a; = k 6 = 0 , then there a r e c onstants C 2 0; 1 and 2 0; 1 independent of n such that p jkj T n a , C e , n for all n 1:
This theorem in conjunction with 2 implies that in the case wind a; 6 = 0 the condition numbers increase at least exponentially: Corollary 1.2. If 2 C n aT and wind a; 6 = 0 , then there exist constants D 2 0; 1 and 2 0; 1 independent of n such that p T n a , De n for all n 1:
It turns out that the constant can be determined. Let 0 r 1 R 1 be any two numbers such that az , has no zeros and no poles in the annulus fz 2 C : r j zj R g. We will show that Theorem 1. for all su ciently large n.
As the following result shows, 2 T n a , may grow arbitrarily fast on a.
We let N denote the natural numbers.
Theorem 1.5. Let az = z+z ,1 =4. Then aT is an ellipse with the foci ,1 and 1, and a = ,1; 1 . Given any function ' : N ! N , for example, 'n = expn n , there exists a point 2 a such that p T n a , 1 for all n 1 but p T n k a , ' n k for in nitely many n k :
The results quoted above provide an idea of the behavior of p T n a, for in the connected components of C n aT whose winding number is nonzero. As already said, Gohberg and Feldman showed that p T n a, remains bounded on the other connected components of C n aT. In 6 , we proved that if wind a; = 0, then the condition numbers p T n a , even converge to a nite limit as n ! 1 . 
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Finally, suppose a is both rational and real-valued. Then again a = aT = m; M . Rational functions cannot vanish on an open arc unless they vanish identically. Thus, we cannot expect that 2 T n a, grows exponentially for 2 f m; Mg. From 6 we infer that indeed 2 T n a, increases at most polynomially if is one of the endpoints m and M. As the following result shows, things change dramatically for points in the interior of m; M . Theorem 1.6. Let az = z + z ,1 . Then aT = a = ,2; 2 , and given any function ' : N ! N , there exist an 2 ,2; 2 such that p T n a , 1 for all n 1 but p T n k a , ' n k for in nitely many n k :
We will establish several new results on the condition numbers 2 T n a , for 2 aT.
Suppose that at, has only one zero on T. We label each connected component of C naT with the winding numberofaT about the points of the component. Our assumption that at , has only a single zero amounts to the requirement that is a point o n aT and that aT passes through exactly once. In particular, aT has no self-intersection at . In a neighborhood of , the curve aT is an oriented analytic arc . Let In what follows we write x n y n if y n 6 = 0 for all su ciently large n and limx n =y n = 1, while x n ' y n means that y n 6 = 0 and 1=C x n =y n C with some constant C 2 0; 1 for all n large enough. The spectrum of the Toeplitz operator Ta given on l 2 by the in nite Toeplitz matrix a j,k 1 j;k=0 is sp Ta = aT f 2 C n aT : wind a; 6 = 0 g: Let The rest of the paper contains the proofs of the theorems stated above. The two main ingredients to the proof of Theorem 1.1 are the so-called nite section method for Toeplitz operators on certain spaces with exponential weights on the one hand and the approach to the approximation numbers developed in 4 on the other. Corollary 1.2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.3 is nothing but a simple application of Hadamard's inequality. The proof of Theorem 1.4 is based on Theorem 1.3 and on Day's formulas for the determinants of T n a, and the limiting set a.
To prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6, we rst make use of the fact that the eigenvalues of tridiagonal Toeplitz matrices are explicitly available, and we then nd the desired by employing a standard construction of number theory. Theorem 1.7 will be derived from some rather subtle results of 8 . Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 are simple consequences of Theorem 1.7. In the last section of the paper we present a few additional examples and results on the condition numbers of Toeplitz matrices whose symbols have zeros.
The paper has an appendix. This appendix does not contain terribly new results, but it tells a nice story we h a ve not yet seen in this form in the literature.
2. Spaces with exponential weight. In this section we prepare the proof of Theorem 1.1. The results of this section are known to specialists. As we do not know an explicit reference, we outline the proofs for the reader's convenience.
Given a real number , we denote by l p; the Banach space of all sequences x = fx n g 1 n=0 for which For n 2 N , let P n and Q n be the projections P n : fx 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : g 7 ! f x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n,1 ; 0; 0; : : : g; Q n : fx 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : g 7 ! f 0; 0; : : : ; 0; x n ; x n+1 ; : : : g: The image of P n : l p; ! l p; will be denoted by l p; n . We identify l p; n and the space C n with the l p; norm. Given Banach spaces X and Y , w e let BX;Y stand for the Banach space of all bounded linear operators of X to Y , and we abbreviate BX;X to BX.
For a rational function a without poles on T, we denote by Ta and Ha the in nite Toeplitz and Hankel matrices generated by a: Ta = a j,k 1 j;k=0 ; Ha = a j+k+1 1 j;k=0 :
Let r 2 0; 1 and R 2 1; 1 b e a n y n umbers such that az has neither zeros nor poles in the annulus fz 2 C : r j zj Rg. Clearly, there is an " 0 such that az is analytic and nonzero in the larger annulus fz 2 C : r , " j zj R + "g. From 1 we therefore see that if n 0, then ja n j M 1 1 R + " n ; ja ,n j M 2 r , " n : We h a ve T n b = T n k T n c + P n H k He cP n ;
this can be veri ed directly by computing the j kentries of each side or can be derived from a more general result on the multiplication of nite Toeplitz matrices see, e.g., 9, Proposition 2.12 . Hence, p k T n b = dist p T n k T n c + P n H k He cP n ; F n n,k :
If n is large enough, then T n c i s i n vertible and kT ,1 n ck Bl p;, n M 1 18 due to Theorem 2.4. Since dist p AB; F n n,k k Bk p dist p A; F n n,k , we obtain p k T n b k T n ck p dist p A n ; F n n,k 19 with A n = T n k + P n H k He cP n T ,1 n c:
Obviously, kT n ck p k ck W := P j2Z jc j j. Because A n = A n Q n,k + A n P n,k and A n P n,k is in F n n,k , w e get from 19 that p k T n b k ck W dist p A n Q n,k ; F n n,k k ck W kA n Q n,k k p : where 6 = 0 , s 1; g 1; h 1 and j j j 1 j = 1 ; : : : ; g ; j j j 1 j = 1 ; : : : ; h :
We can without loss of generality assume that = 1 . Thus, let rst az = z + z ,1 =4. Because ae i = 1 + 1 =4 cos + i1 , 1=4 sin ; it is clear that aT is an ellipse with the foci ,1 and 1. The set a can be determined using Theorem 5.2, but since T n a is tridiagonal, we can also nd a from computing the eigenvalues of T n a. Namely, it is well known see, e.g., 13
that if az = a ,1 z ,1 + a 0 + a 1 z; then the eigenvalues of T n a are j T n a = a 0 + 2 p a ,1 a 1 cos j n + 1 j = 1 ; : : : ; n :
Consequently, in our special case we h a ve the eigenvalues j T n a = cos j n + 1 j = 1 ; : : : ; n ; 25 which implies that a = ,1; 1 . Now let 2 ,1; 1. There is a y 2 0; such that = cos y. The matrix T n a , has the eigenvalues j T n a , = cos j n + 1 , cos y j = 1 ; : : : ; n : We denote by the spectral radius. Since kT ,1 n a , k p T ,1 n a , = 1=n; it su ces to prove that there is a y 2 0; such that n 0 for all n 1 and n k 1='n k for in nitely many n k . 7. Inside the essential spectrum. In this section we prove Theorems 1.7 to 1.9. The following result is Theorem 1.7 in analytic language. where A n = T n + P n H He cP n T ,1 n c:
As T n Q n,k = 0 and as H has only nitely many nonzero entries, we can also proceed as in Section 3 to conclude that k T n b = Oe ,n as n ! 1 ; which gives 32. We are now going to translate Theorem 7.1 into the language of Theorem 1.7. kT n 'k 2 k T n 'k 1=2 1 kT n 'k 1=2 1 = On: Considering the rst column of of T n ', we see that actually kT n 'k 2 ' n. Example 7.5. There are a such that 2 T n a , does not grow at most polynomially although 2 @ sp Ta. Trivial examples are given by real-valued functions a. Here is a less trivial example. Let at = t 2 , t ,2 , it , t ,1 :
Then ae i = e 2i , e ,2i , ie i , e ,i = 2 s i n + 2 i sin 2: Obviously, 0 2 @ sp Ta Sa. Since T n a i s s k ew-symmetric and thus D n a = 0 if n is odd, we see that 2 T n a , 0 = 2 T n a = +1 if n is odd.
We nally consider the simplest case of points in Sa @ sp Ta: we assume that bt = at, has exactly two simple and distinct zeros on T and that, in a su ciently small neighborhood of and after appropriate translation, rotation, and straightening, aT looks like the union of the positively oriented x-axis and the positively oriented y-axis in a neighborhood of the origin of the x; y-plane. The winding numbers of the four connected components of C n aT which touch associate four integers m ++ , m ,+ , m ,, , m +, with the quadrants of the x; y-plane. Since In Example 7.5 we encountered case 1 and observed that 2 T n a, need not grow at most polynomially in this case. Theorem 7.6. In cases 2 and 3, the condition numbers 2 T n a , grow at most polynomially.
Proof. Let us consider case 3, the other case can be reduced to this case by passage to adjoints. We h a ve bt = at , = t , t , ct; t 2 T; where 2 T, 2 T, 6 = , and c has neither poles nor zeros on T. Clearly, 
